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1. introduction
The goal of the BWE is an energy system based on 100 percent renewable energies. For this purpose, the sectors must be
linked to each other in order to decarbonise the heat, mobility and industrial sectors, which are still largely based on conventional
energies, with electricity from wind and solar energy.

Power-to-gas (PtG) is one of the key technologies that can be used to use wind power on a larger scale in other sectors. The “green gas” (hydrogen or processed into
synthetic methane), which is produced with the help of electrolysers, can be stored easily and efficiently over the long term and in large quantities and can also be
transported over long distances. Green gases can be used in particular in applications in which the direct use of electricity is technically difficult, less efficient and
economically more expensive. B. in heavy load, shipping and air traffic. Industry will also rely heavily on the use of renewable gases. The technology for the PtG processes
is available, Transport and storage capacities are available and industrial companies want to invest. Many players from the wind energy industry are willing and willing to
make investments to take the next step in an integrated energy transition. The technology can be an interesting and system-friendly revenue option, especially for plants
affected by regulations or plants without EEG remuneration. The PtG technology has the decisive advantage that production can take place exactly in the regions in which
electricity from wind energy remains unused due to network bottlenecks. The storage and consumption, on the other hand, take place at the places and at the times when
they make sense. Existing infrastructures and systems (gas network, gas storage, gas consumers) can often be used for this. Make investments to take the next step in an
integrated energy transition. The technology can be an interesting and system-friendly revenue option, especially for plants affected by regulations or plants without EEG
remuneration. The PtG technology has the decisive advantage that production can take place exactly in the regions in which electricity from wind energy remains unused
due to network bottlenecks. The storage and consumption, on the other hand, take place at the places and at the times when they make sense. Existing infrastructures and
systems (gas network, gas storage, gas consumers) can often be used for this. Make investments to take the next step in an integrated energy transition. The technology
can be an interesting and system-friendly revenue option, especially for plants affected by regulations or plants without EEG remuneration. The PtG technology has the
decisive advantage that production can take place exactly in the regions in which electricity from wind energy remains unused due to network bottlenecks. The storage and
consumption, on the other hand, take place at the places and at the times when they make sense. Existing infrastructures and systems (gas network, gas storage, gas consumers) can often be used

The construction of the PtG structures, in particular plants for the production of renewable gases, must begin today in order to be
able to meet the needs in the future. A strong home market that inquires about these technologies itself is also an important
prerequisite for the success of German manufacturers of PtG technology, which are among the world's best today. Export
opportunities can be used and value added generated locally. Even if it can be assumed that a large part of the future demand for
green gases will come from abroad, Germany's independence from energy imports is growing due to the domestic PtG
production. The provision of a suitable market framework for the development of PtG technology is therefore also important in
terms of industrial policy.

However, there are still significant obstacles to market entry, which are made up of a mix of excessive electricity procurement
costs, unsuitable benefits, weak demand, outdated standards and an unclear licensing situation. The current funding framework,
consisting of a series of individual measures and hesitant benefits, is more like a patchwork than a clear market launch strategy.

The goal must be an energy law framework in which PtX systems are treated in accordance with their central role in the energy
transition in such a way that they can fully develop their network and system-useful function. In addition to a uniform energy law
definition of energy storage, this includes a fundamental reform of the tax and pay-as-you-go system and the effective pricing of
climate-damaging CO 2nd In the short term, a support framework is also needed to accelerate the start-up of PtG technology. As
part of a suitable funding program, scaling effects could further improve the efficiency of the electrolysers, lower production costs
and the technology for
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the expansion on a GW scale should be made fit, which must start after 2025. However, all of this will only work if the additional
renewable electricity demand is taken into account through sector coupling technologies and the expansion of wind energy is
accelerated massively. The National Innovation Program for Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technologies by the National Organization
for Hydrogen and Fuel Cell Technologies (NOW) provides a possible framework for the implementation of further efficient
measures for the market launch of P2X technologies. This should be used and / or expanded.

The main barriers to power-to-gas projects in the current energy system are outlined below and measures proposed that can
accelerate the market launch. These measures are a building block on the way to a new, more flexible energy market design,
which focuses on the generation and cross-sectoral use of electricity from renewable energies.

2nd Overcoming obstacles - starting the market
2.1.

Revise existing measures in a legally secure and practical manner

The conversion of electricity into another energy source is considered final consumption in terms of energy law. Thus, the
reference current for power-to-gas plants has so far been subject in principle to all regulations on taxes, levies and levies with the
associated high financial burdens. Depending on the mode of operation and the chosen electrolysis technology, the electricity
purchase costs make up around 65 percent of the total production costs with a full tax burden 1 out. The level of electricity
purchase costs is therefore the decisive influencing factor when it comes to the profitability of a project and the competitiveness
of the end product. Changes in the electricity price components therefore have a direct impact on the profitability of PtG plants.

Existing special regulations are intended to reduce the tax burden, but are often unsuitable in practice, since legal ambiguities or
overregulations are encountered in all cases. They enable the implementation of individual projects, but are not sufficient to lead
green gases to competitiveness and to trigger the desired market launch. They need to be revised so that they can have their
(limited) impact.

2.2.

Exemptions for electricity purchases via the public grid

In principle, the reference current of PtG systems predominates from the pure
Network usage charges must be exempt (Section 118 (6) EnWG). Only recently has a statutory regulation been reversed that
should end this legal interpretation. However, the exact scope of the current regulation and the detailed requirements for this
exemption remain
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Energy Brainpool GmbH & Co.KG (2018), ON THE WAY INTO COMPETITIVENESS: ELECTROLYSIS GAS RENEWABLE ORIGIN, Berlin
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unclear or controversial. This applies in particular to projects in which the gas generated - as in most projects - is not converted
back into electricity, but is used in industry, for heat generation or in the transport sector. The EEG surcharge It also does not apply
if the gas from PtG plants is fed into the gas network, converted into electricity again after withdrawal and the EEG surcharge is
paid for this electricity at the end of the chain of use (Section 61l (2) EEG 2017). However, this generally makes little sense today
for reasons of efficiency and economy. Where appropriate, large projects, which should always be designed to be
energy-efficient, also consider the application of the special compensation regulation for companies with high electricity costs
(production of industrial gases) with the associated relief in the EEG surcharge. The Electricity tax in turn, the electricity used for
electrolysis in manufacturing companies does not apply (Section 9a of the Electricity Tax Act).

2.2.1. Direct delivery and self-consumption concepts

In decentralized, consumption-related concepts with their own power lines, the grid-connected electricity price components, i.e.
the grid charges and the statutory levies and levies levied with them, can be omitted under certain circumstances due to a lack of
grid use. In the case of smaller wind turbines (up to 2 MW), an exemption from electricity tax can also be considered, although no
new turbines of this performance class are being built today. Remaining wind power that is not used in the PtG system can be fed
into the grid and marketed via the EEG. The prerequisite for direct delivery is the supply of electricity via a direct line and
consumption in the immediate vicinity of the wind turbine.

In self-supply concepts with wind turbines that do not fall under the tendering regime, 60 percent of the EEG surcharge can be
waived in addition to the network charges (including the levies and levies that are levied with them), in some cases - in practice the entire EEG surcharge . There is also an exemption from electricity tax - since the amendment to the electricity tax came into
effect on
1.7.2019 not only for smaller wind turbines, as before, but also for systems with more than two MW. Even with self-consumption
concepts, remaining wind power not used in the PtG system can be fed into the grid and marketed via the EEG. Prerequisite for
the existence of self-sufficiency: The direct spatial connection must also be representable and the plant operator must have a
personal identity.

Problem A: immediate spatial proximity or connection
It is an indefinite legal term with different interpretations, which has so far been hardly meaningful and legally certain, especially
for wind energy. The requirement of immediate spatial proximity or the immediate spatial connection is formulated in various
contexts and reference values in energy law. While a spatial relationship is defined within a radius of 4.5 km in electricity tax law,
there is no correspondingly clear limit in the EEG.

The Federal Network Agency assumes that the legal term includes a short spatial distance or immediate surroundings, but not
spatial distances and obstacles between plant and consumption. In case of doubt, however, an individual case analysis is
necessary. In practice, for example, traffic routes that are already adjacent and that need to be crossed can relate the spatial
connection to an unsuitable one
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Reduce minimum. Obviously, this does not match the characteristics of a wind farm, which often inevitably "extends". There is no
factual reason why self-sufficiency should not be possible within a wind farm if there is a sufficient spatial-functional connection.
This would also not match the current industry-wide handling, according to which wind farm consumption by the same operator is
of course treated as self-sufficiency.

•

Measure: By deleting or at least redefining the concept of immediate spatial proximity or the immediate spatial connection in
energy and electricity tax law, direct lines can also be operated legally securely over longer distances and PtG projects can
be better planned and implemented taking advantage of the associated benefits.

Problem B: measuring and accounting

A "clean" delimitation of self-supply and delivered electricity quantities as well as the individual supply relationships among each
other is often difficult in terms of measurement technology. These so-called mixed models, which combine renewable energies
produced on site with renewable electricity obtained from the electricity market or where some of the electricity produced locally are
fed into the grid, are problematic because individual amounts of electricity have to be recorded and billed separately. This requires a
highly complex measurement and billing concept that has to be adapted to the individual case.

Since the end of 2018, there has been a legal exception to the obligation to measure when it comes to the delimitation of EEG
levy and privileged electricity volumes, but this does not apply to the billing of mixed-use storage facilities: Estimated delimitation
of different electricity volumes is only possible under certain technical and economic conditions. But here, too, uncertainties arise
due to a series of undefined legal terms and the still unclear interpretation of these new regulations.

•

Measure: What is needed is a pragmatic, but legally compliant billing and measurement concept or estimation concept for
self-supply and direct delivery models. As part of the Federal Network Agency's work currently being carried out on
measuring and estimating EEG levy obligations, practical rules should urgently be provided.

Problem C: Self-supply ban
The ban on self-supply for new plants, the value of which was determined in tenders, makes the operation of a PtG plant by the
operator of these plants impossible. A violation of the ban on self-sufficiency results - beyond narrow limits - in the loss of the
EEG market premium entitlement for the electricity fed into the electricity grid over the entire calendar year. This complicates
innovative self-supply concepts with new plants, which could also reduce the shutdown of plants.

•

Measure: The ban on self-supply should be lifted, as this will block sector coupling with tendered renewable energy systems.

Alternatively an explicit exception for PtG applications would be conceivable.
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Problem D: Personal identity
Complete self-sufficiency with the corresponding privileges for the EEG surcharge is only available if the PtG system and wind
turbine are operated by the same system operator. The actual authority, the determination of the way of working and the
economic risk must lie with this one person. This required personal identity can often not be sensibly represented and also
complicates innovative projects. In addition, the personal identity specified today prevents the development of actors specializing
in sector coupling systems.

•

Measure: The personal identity, which is usually a requirement when operating innovative self-sufficiency concepts at a
common network connection point, is neither practical nor expedient. It is therefore important to remove them.

2.2.2. Existing funding programs

The Federal Ministry of Economics (BMWi), the Federal Ministry of Transport (BMVI), the Federal Ministry for the Environment
(BMU) and the Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) have launched funding programs that address PtG
technology in different ways.
The Federal Ministry of Transport already has

started in 2007

in the national

Innovation program hydrogen and fuel cell technology (NIP) to promote PtG technology in the mobility sector. Until 2016,
measures to promote technology and demonstration projects were in the foreground. The follow-up program NIP II (2016-2026)
continues this and has set itself the goal of bringing hydrogen mobility to market maturity. In addition to research and
development projects, measures to activate the market will also provide support and funding in the future
receive.

The NOW GmbH

(National Organization Hydrogen

and

Fuel Cell Technology) coordinates and controls the NIP.
The temporary regulation on an experimental clause started in late 2016
Funding program showcase intelligent energy - digital agenda for the energy transition "(SINTEG) provides relief for taxes and
levies. SINTEG should offer a legal trial framework for PtX projects. Five showcase projects with a total of over 300 project
partners can continue to operate outside the normal pay-as-you-go system until the end of 2020 - i.e. they benefit (within narrow
limits) from the waiver of network charges (including surcharges) and 60 percent of the EEG surcharge, provided that they are
provided by actors be operated within a SINTEG project. Specifically, this means that companies must first pay all regular levies
and fees for these projects. On request, however, you can have those amounts reimbursed that were incurred due to your activity
in the SINTEG program during times of network measures by network operators or negative electricity prices on the spot market.
However, any proceeds will be taken into account. The SINTEG program is under the leadership of the BMWi.

In addition, the BMWi wants 20 nationwide between 2019 and 2022 Real laboratories promote. They were established as a
new funding pillar in the Federal Government's 7th Energy Research Program to accelerate the transfer of technology and
innovation from research to practice. The central topic is CO 2- poor hydrogen. Significantly more than the originally planned 100
million euros per year are to be made available - including an additional 200 million euros for real laboratories in the coalfields.
The BMWi has also developed a new funding guideline, which the EU Commission has yet to approve. The aim of the directive is
to create up to 50 percent of the running costs of a project
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promote and do so over a period of ten years. So far, research projects have been funded by their investment costs, usually over
five years. The real laboratories are intended to show where and how regulatory obstacles can be overcome in order to
accelerate the market establishment of energy innovations.

Problem A: Overregulation
SINTEG projects are exposed to significant over-regulation, which limits their freedom of movement and the scope for innovation.
On the one hand, the periods in which the compensation of economic disadvantages can be claimed are narrowly limited, which
often makes the projects uneconomical after the funding period has expired. On the other hand, income that arises from the
products generated as part of the project activity must be offset against the funding.

•

Measure: It is crucial for the success of the real laboratories to avoid over-regulation that is not practical. Funding via
operating costs is to be welcomed, as is the significant increase in funding in order to test operating models and
technologies on a larger scale and to enable economies of scale.

2.3.

Implement effective tools for market launch

The exceptions and forms of preferential treatment described above alone are not sufficient to get the PtG market going. Rather,
what is needed is an effective instrument to accelerate the start of the market, which creates a clear framework for investments in
innovative PtG projects in terms of volume and duration. Appropriate measures should initially focus on smaller systems that are
useful for the grid and the system and whose reference current comes from renewable energies. This is useful in order to avoid
incorrect controls and inefficiencies and to set the technological learning curve in motion before large plants are also considered
in the next step.

In order to be able to represent the operation of PtG systems in a market-driven and economical manner, such a program must
reduce price-driving and price-distorting taxes, levies and levies appropriately and thus reduce electricity procurement costs.
Regulations to reduce the tax burden must be clearly defined, practicable and as far-reaching as possible.

The BWE therefore suggests the following activities in front:

2.3.1. Network-friendly exemption from taxes, levies and levies within the scope of

Innovation tenders
If electricity from wind turbines is converted into PtG plants before the grid entry point, taxes, levies and levies are completely
waived. Prerequisite for this: The grid connection capacity to be provided by the grid operator for the entire system (wind farm +
electrolyzer) corresponds to the sum of the nominal power of all wind turbines minus the sum of the nominal power of all PtG
plants. This means that the grid connection capacity of the wind farm is reduced by the power of the electrolyzer. This ensures
grid-friendly behavior, ie the conversion of electricity and capping the feed peaks, in times of high renewable energy generation,
the need for grid expansion is reduced and at the same time the electrolysers can be operated in an economically optimal
manner. In addition, this irritates the addition of
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PtG systems, especially in windy regions with heavily used networks. Of course, this requires careful location analysis and the
existence of fields of application for green gas in the immediate vicinity of the wind farm.

This could be implemented for new and Ü20 existing plants as part of the planned innovation tenders. Participants with system
combinations of wind turbines and PtG systems would be able to bid on the value to be applied with reduced output (eg 20 MW
wind turbine + 2 MW electrolyser = 18 MW). In this case, the market premium would only be paid out when the contract was
awarded up to a feed-in with a maximum output of 18 MW. The remaining two MW of the wind farm should feed in in the event of
a failure of the electrolyser, provided the equipment is capable of it and there is no network bottleneck so that no valuable
renewable electricity is lost. For them, however, there would be no entitlement to payment of the market premium and no
entitlement to compensation for feed-in management. The electricity would have to be sold at market prices.

The reference electricity for the PtG plant would be exempt from all duties, levies and taxes over a period of ten years if the
electricity came from the connected wind farm. For new wind turbines, there is an exception to the ban on self-supply (§27a EEG
2017). As before, there is a claim for payment of the market premium over 20 years, for existing systems over ten years.

This model leaves it up to the operator to decide when to supply the PtG system with wind power and when to feed it into the
public grid. He will respond to electricity price signals by using the public grid whenever electricity prices on the spot market are
high. Conversely, with a high renewable energy supply and correspondingly low electricity prices, the electrolyzer will draw the
electricity.

A general exemption from taxes and levies for electricity that would otherwise have been curtailed does not seem expedient.
Since network bottlenecks can change or resolve as network expansion continues, no sustainable business model can be built on
them.

2.3.2. Electricity market-oriented market incentive program

In order to enable electrolysers close to the wind farm with the associated limited scope of application, and those that obtain wind
power via the public grid, the BWE also supports the idea of an electricity market-oriented market incentive program.

Under this program, between 2020 and 2025 electrolyzers with a total annual output of 250 megawatts could be exempt from all
taxes, duties and levies. This exemption is granted for a period of ten years. The "sighthound principle" applies.

Participation in the program is subject to the following conditions:
•

The electrolyser has a maximum size of 10 MW.

•

The electrolyser is located at a location that is useful for the network.

•

The exemption from taxes, levies and levies is only granted for the 3,000 cheapest electricity price hours per year,
otherwise the full levy obligation applies.

•

The green property of the reference current must be occupied.
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Here too, the price of electricity basically signals the use of the electrolyser. The demand for PtG reference electricity is therefore
always high when the supply of renewable energies is also large and the electricity prices are correspondingly low. The
exemption from taxes and levies rewards the flexible driving style of the electrolyser and thus the integration of fluctuating
renewable electricity. This in turn increases the market value of wind power, which subsequently reduces the market premium
payments from the EEG to directly marketed wind energy plants (new and existing plants). 3,000 operating hours ensure a
practical utilization of the electrolyser and are a prerequisite for being able to operate it economically. Energy Brainpool has a
so-called for Greenpeace Energy "Trigger price" developed. This is determined monthly using a formula that only uses publicly
available data and represents the electricity price level below which the reference flow is exempt from taxes, duties and levies.

The time and volume-controlled market incentive program is a suitable instrument to test the effect of a flexibly reduced tax
burden on electricity from the public grid. In this way, improvements in production processes and efficiency levels can be
stimulated at manageable costs. Once the market has been successfully launched, economies of scale are triggered and prices
for electrolysers drop. New business models emerge and the market can develop.

2.4.

Strengthen demand for green gases

In addition to reducing costs, the basic prerequisite for the success of PtG technology is growing demand for green gases on the
gas market. For this, on the one hand, the costs of fossil natural gas have to be increased significantly and, on the other hand,
the market value of green gases has to rise. The aim must be that those technologies in the energy market that have CO 2- produce
freely and flexibly in line with the energy transition.

The utilization of wind power in industrial processes as well as in mobility and heating applications is inhibited today by the fact
that the green property of renewable electricity can only be passed on via the public grid as part of other direct marketing and with
the help of proof of origin. However, guarantees of origin only serve an informational purpose for the end customer and relate to
electrical energy. They prove that a certain amount of renewable electricity was produced. However, it is not possible to declare
hydrogen or methane produced in PtG plants as green beyond marketing purposes. Therefore, these green gases can be used in
gas products, for example, to give the reference to "green" hydrogen in gas network feed-in and feed-out and to give it to
customers - but not to achieve binding quotas (EU renewable energy expansion targets), to comply with other legal obligations
(EEWärmeG, EnEV), or simply to ensure legal certainty Evidence that "green" hydrogen was marketed. This prevents the use of
green gases on an industrial scale. The demand for green hydrogen is therefore based on bilateral trust, the willingness to
innovate by companies and individual willingness to pay.

•

Activities:
•

A effective CO 2- Pricing in all sectors can map the costs of fossil energy generation according to the polluter pays and
help to make green gases economically competitive. In order not to burden consumers additionally, this can be flanked
by the elimination of the electricity tax. The Federal Association for Renewable Energy (BEE) has one concept submitted
.
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•

The provision of flexibility must be rewarded more. As part of a reform of the system of taxes, duties and levies, it is
necessary to examine the extent to which Flexibility of fees and levies can help ensure that generation and consumption
are more synchronized. Network charges and / or the EEG surcharge would be linked to the wholesale price of the
EPEX Spot electricity exchange by a multiplier. So they would decrease if the supply of renewable energy was high and
increase if the supply of renewable energy was low. As a result, there would be more demand if cheaper green
electricity was available and the networks would be relieved. As a result, the market value of green electricity increases
precisely when it is being produced, and with it the proceeds for existing plant operators.

•

A further development of the guarantees of origin is urgently required. A uniform, at best European, detection system
must allow green, electricity-based gases to be credited to binding quotas and targets. The green property of wind
power must also be able to be demonstrated from the producer to the end consumer when the power is drawn from the
public grid.

2.5.

Facilitate approval procedures, adapt technical standards

An unclear permit situation and outdated standards make project development and the operation of electrolysers close to wind
farms or operationally connected to wind farms even more difficult.
So far, electrolysers have not been defined as a separate system category in the approval law. This brings with it a number of
legal uncertainties and delays in approval procedures.
First of all, there is the building law question of whether electrolysers are permitted outdoors and therefore close to the wind farm.
If they serve the public supply or if they are to be classified as a wind farm, they are to be classified as a privileged project
outdoors (Section 35 Paragraph 1 No. 3 or No. 5 BauGB). However, official practice often does not recognize this privilege. In
Schleswig-Holstein, for example, electrolysers are only privileged for outdoor use in individual cases. In all other cases, the
implementation of a municipal land-use planning (drawing up a development plan) is necessary, with the corresponding time and
economic implications.

The second question is whether it is a project that requires approval under immission control law. According to the decision of the
LAI, electrolyzers are to be licensed under no.
4.1.12 of Annex 1 of the 4th BImSchV, according to which they would require approval under immission control law, namely in the "full approval process" with mandatory
public participation. In addition, the classification under this state of approval means that electrolysers are automatically qualified as so-called "industrial emission systems",
for which pollution control law provides for more stringent requirements. The absurdity of this fact arises from the fact that industrial emission systems are particularly
environmentally harmful systems according to the corresponding European directive. However, the opposite is true for electrolyzers, who produce hydrogen in an
environmentally friendly manner as an environmentally friendly energy source. There is no justification for this decision, however, it has established itself in the practice of
the authorities. It means that electrolyzers, regardless of their size, are treated as industrial plants - with all the associated obligations. This is excessive, especially for
smaller electrolysers located in close proximity to wind farms, not appropriate and also legally incorrect. As an alternative and without adapting the 4th BImSchV,
electrolysers could be classified as plants for the production of biogas under No. 1.15 of Annex 1 to the 4th BImSchV, provided that the biogas definition from energy law is
used Electrolysers located in close proximity to wind farms are covered, improperly and also legally incorrect. As an alternative and without adapting the 4th BImSchV,
electrolysers could be classified as plants for the production of biogas under No. 1.15 of Annex 1 to the 4th BImSchV, provided that the biogas definition from energy law is
used Electrolysers located in close proximity to wind farms are covered, improperly and also legally incorrect. As an alternative and without adapting the 4th BImSchV,
electrolysers could be classified as plants for the production of biogas under No. 1.15 of Annex 1 to the 4th BImSchV, provided that the biogas definition from energy law is
used
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also includes hydrogen from water electrolysis and synthetically produced methane. This classification would result in a simplified
approval procedure, but is generally not used by the authorities.

In the “PortalGreen” project, an approval guide is currently being drawn up with the participation of the German Gas and Water
Association (DVGW) and is being funded by the BMWi for over 36 months. The creation of the approval guide is welcomed in
principle, but is not sufficient since it does not question the status quo of the dubious approval practice.

In addition, there are outdated standards that lead to restrictions on the feed-in of hydrogen. In principle, the permissible
proportion of hydrogen in the German natural gas network today is just under ten percent, provided there are no restrictions due
to specific applications. The feed in the vicinity of gas filling stations is limited, for example, by the fact that natural gas in the
transport sector is currently not allowed to contain more than two percent hydrogen. According to the DVGW, an admixture rate
of 20 percent is technically feasible. The DVGW has therefore begun to revise the existing regulations for the generation, feed-in,
admixture, transport, distribution and storage of hydrogen in the natural gas infrastructure.

•

Activities:
•

In the licensing law (BauGB, BImSchG), electrolyzers must be defined as a separate system category and thus have
their own approval. Outside, they should be treated as privileged projects.

•

A short-term solution would be to basically allow a simplified approval procedure for emission control up to a defined
plant size.

•

The relevant standards for feeding hydrogen must be revised in a practical manner. The initiated DVGW process for
revising the regulations for a gradual increase in the hydrogen content in the natural gas network is expressly
welcomed.
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3rd Summary of measures
Revise existing measures in a legally secure and practical manner
1. By deleting or at least redefining the concept of immediate
spatial proximity or the immediate spatial connection in energy and electricity tax law, direct lines could also be
operated legally securely over longer distances and PtG projects better planned and implemented taking advantage of
the associated benefits.

2nd A pragmatic, but legally compliant billing and measurement concept or
Estimation concept for self-supply and direct delivery models. Practical rules should urgently be provided in the context
of the Federal Network Agency's work currently in progress on measuring and estimating EEG levy obligations.

3rd The ban on self-sufficiency should be lifted, as this will link sectors with
tendered renewable energy plants is blocked. Alternatively, an explicit exception for PtG applications would be conceivable.

4th The personal identity that exists today when operating innovative self-sufficiency concepts
a common network connection point is usually a requirement, is neither practical nor expedient. It is therefore important
to remove them.
5. Crucial for the success of the real laboratories is to over-regulation that is not practical
avoid. Funding via operating costs is to be welcomed, as is the significant increase in funding in order to test operating
models and technologies on a larger scale and to enable economies of scale.

Implement effective tools for market launch
6. A network-friendly exemption of the reference stream from taxes, levies and levies within the framework of

Innovation tenders enable the economical operation of electrolysers near the wind farm and reduce the need to expand
the grid.
7. An electricity market-oriented market incentive program rewards the flexible driving style of

Electrolysers and increases the market value of wind power. The The effect of a flexibly reduced tax burden on
electricity from the public grid can be tested and improvements in production processes and efficiency levels can be
stimulated at manageable costs.

Strengthen demand for green gases
8th. Effective carbon pricing in all sectors can reduce the cost of fossil energy generation
Show the cause and help to make green gases economically competitive.
9. The provision of flexibility must be rewarded more. As part of a reform of the
Systems of taxes, levies and levies must be examined to what extent a flexibilization of fees and levies can help to
ensure that production and consumption are more synchronized.
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10th A further development of the guarantees of origin is urgently required. A uniform, in
At best, the European detection system must allow green, electricity-based gases to be credited against binding quotas
and targets. The green property of wind power must also be able to be demonstrated from the producer to the end
consumer when the power is drawn from the public grid.

Facilitate approval procedures, adapt technical standards
11. In the licensing law (BauGB, BImSchG), electrolysers must be a separate system category
be defined and thus receive their own approval. Outside, they should be treated as privileged projects. A short-term
solution would be a simplified one up to a defined system size
immission control law
Allow approval procedures.
12. The relevant standards for feeding hydrogen must be revised in a practical way
will. The initiated DVGW process for revising the regulations for a gradual increase in the hydrogen content in the
natural gas network is expressly welcomed.
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